PLAYBOOK

Engaging
Clients and
Attracting
Prospects With
LegacyArmour
Leverage innovative legacy
asset planning to improve
client relationships,
differentiate your practice
and close new business.
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What Is LegacyArmour?
LegacyArmour helps agents and advisors offer
end-to-end legacy asset planning for their clients.
The cloud-based platform centralizes and secures
their most valuable information in encrypted
vaults, automating delivery when the time is right.
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Introducing
LegacyArmour
to Your Clients
Your clients may not immediately understand
the importance of digital legacy planning.
Help them see how an intelligent, secure
platform like LegacyArmour creates peace of
mind for both them and their loved ones.
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Talking Points for Successful
LegacyArmour Conversations


LegacyArmour keeps your most critical assets secured
and centralized in encrypted vaults.



Only you, your recipients and your delegates have access
to your vaults.



Your information is encrypted before it’s uploaded to
LegacyArmour, making it nearly impossible for hackers to
breach your data.



You get to choose two recipients and two delegates
for each of your four vaults, which are protected with
passphrases only you and they know.



You determine the triggers for delivery of your vaults
– manually, on a specific date or in the event of
incapacitation.



Your loved ones won’t have to go searching for answers
when the time comes; the answers get delivered to them.



Recipients vs. Delegates:
What’s the Difference?
Recipients are the intended
beneficiaries of your clients’
vaults. They can assign up to two
recipients per vault.

Delegates are chosen to help

As your advisor and delegate, I’ll be here to make sure all

manage the vaults prior to

of your important data is protected.

delivery. As your clients’ trusted
advisor, you are automatically
authorized as a delegate. Clients
can assign up to two delegates
per vault.
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Key LegacyArmour Features and Benefits

Available at No Cost

4 Encrypted Vaults

AI-Powered Life Monitoring

Automated Delivery

Because your clients are

Clients may upload encrypted

Intelligent digital monitoring and

Clients establish simple triggers

accessing LegacyArmour through

information to four separate

live outreach help keep track of

to automate the delivery of their

your master subscription, all

secure vaults that only they can

your clients’ activity to ensure

most important information to

of the platform features are

access, along with their recipients

their vaults are delivered when

their predetermined recipients.

available to them at no cost.

and delegates.

they’re needed.

Legacy Planning Checklists

Estate Planning Templates

Medical Cards

Dynamic checklists help you

Clear, up-to-date legal documents

Your clients will be prepared

and your clients keep track of

make it easy for you and your

for anything with their medical

which documents they’ve already

clients to fill out, notarize and

information and directives

secured and what’s still missing

store wills, living wills and powers

captured on a convenient health

from their vaults.

of attorney.

card.
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LegacyArmour
Client Engagement
Tools
Strong client relationships are the backbone
of your practice. LegacyArmour helps you
stay top of mind for clients with innovative
engagement tools built right into the platform.
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Your Advisor Dashboard
From your dashboard, you can see your full list of clients as well as
their legacy planning progress. Use this information to reach out and
encourage them to continue updating their vaults.

Client Activity Notifications
You’ll be notified any time a client makes a change to their vaults. You
won’t know exactly what was changed, but you can contact them to
see if they’d like your help with anything.

Prominently Displayed Contact Information
Your name and phone number are listed on your clients’ dashboards
and medical directive cards, so it’s always easy for them to reach you.

Contact Advisor Button
A Contact Advisor button is available as soon as your clients log in
to the LegacyArmour platform. Once they click on the button, they
can quickly send you a message.
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LegacyArmour
as a Powerful
Prospecting
Differentiator
Offering clients an intuitive and intelligent way
to secure, centralize and deliver their most
important assets to their loved ones helps
solidify your value as their advisor.
But what about prospects who aren’t working
with you yet?
LegacyArmour creates powerful differentiators
you can use to talk about your business in
conversations with prospects.
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An All-in-One Solution
In addition to my core services, I also provide end-to-end legacy
asset management. Working with me helps keep all of your critical
information organized and contained to a single provider.

Guided Setup
The LegacyArmour platform simplifies the complex process of
legacy asset planning with checklists and templates, and I’m
always here to answer questions and check on your progress.

Automated Delivery
The LegacyArmour platform automatically delivers your assets to
your loved ones based on dates you choose or triggers you set.

Free of Charge
As my client, you can access all of LegacyArmour’s features –
including four secure, encrypted vaults and life monitoring
services – free of charge.
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LegacyArmour
Prospecting Tools
Not only is LegacyArmour a valuable
differentiator for your business, but prospecting
is built into the platform.
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Recipient Contact Information
Your clients include contact information for their designated
recipients. These are warm leads who are already aware of
LegacyArmour and the services you’re providing, making
outreach seamless and organic.

Advisor Referral Network
When customers sign up for our individual offering,
they have the option to contact an advisor. As part of
LegacyArmour’s Advisor Referral Network, we’ll refer those
prospects to you based on geographic location.

Differentiate Your Business
With LegacyArmour
Speak with us to learn more about how end-to-end
legacy asset planning can help you improve client
relationships, close new business and set yourself apart.

Schedule My Consultation
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222 South 9th Street, Suite 1600
Minneapolis, MN 55402
United States
LegacyArmour B.V.
Prinses Margrietplantsoen 33
2595 AM Den Haag
The Netherlands
1(844) UR-LEGACY
(844-875-3422)
info@legacyarmour.com
legacyarmour.com

